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rown an 
f:[B R. 1 '"? 198 Apartheid speaker Kumalo 'fcc,ftfD 
speaks to large crowd at Regis 
Dwnisani Kwnalo spoke to a full house on Feb. 6. 
Proposed changes 
to improve efficiency 
by Lisa Climer 
Staff Reporter 
As reported in the last 
issue of the Brown and Gold, 
the student executive board is 
considering some structural 
changes in the student govern-
ment which are aimed at in-
creasing efficiency and ac-
countability of members. 
It was announced at the 
general assembly_ meeting_ on 
Feb. 6 that anyone who had 
concerns about the proposal, 
or would like to know more 
about it, should go directly to 
an executive board member 
and voice those concerns. 
Shannon Donahue, executive 
board vice president, stated 
that, "It shouldn't be a decision 
made by just eight people." 
The proposal consists 
primarily of the expansion of 
the Program Activities Coun-
cil, and the re-allocation of job 
responsibilities to executive 
board members. "The only 
change is that people would be 
more accountable for their 
positions and everything 
would be more efficient," said 
Deb Waldman, executive 
board vice president for PAC. 
The executive board 
· hopes that the new structure 
will be decided upon prior to 
elections next month. Discus-
sion on the proposed changes 
is on the agenda for the Feb. 
20 general assembly meeting. 
Adrian Cronauer on 
cantpus next w-eek 
On Monday, Feb. 20, the 
PAC lecture and film series 
will be presenting the movie 
"Good Morning Vietnam" in 
the science amphitheater at 
7:00 p.m. Admission will be 
$1.00. 
Following the movie at 
9:00 p.m. the "real" Adrian 
Cronauer, played by Robin 
Williams in the movie, will give 
a lecture about life during the 
Vietnam war. He will also talk 
about what parts of "Good 
Morning Vietnam" were true 
and what were invented to 
make the movie more interest-
ing. 
by Katie Masterson 
Staff Reporter 
On Monday, Feb. 6, South 
African journalist Dumisani 
Kumalo came to Regis and 
spoke to a standing-room-only 
crowd in the science am-
phitheater on the issues of 
apartheid and oppression. 
Kumalo's remarks drew ap-
plause, laughter, and on some 
occasions, a few heated 
rem arks from opponents. 
The Student Leadership 
program, student executive 
committees, student activities 
and sponsors DIAMONDS 
and the Regis Peace and Jus-
tice Coalition all took part in 
putting the program together. 
Prior to Kumalo's address 
to the Regis community, 
various student leaders 
gathered together for a dinner 
in the President's Lounge. 
Student Mary Jo Acke, repre-
senting PAC (Programs Ac-
tivity Council), remarked "I 
thought it was an excellent op-
portunity for student leaders 
to become more acquainted 
with Mr. Kumalo." 
During the dinner stu-
dents were able to ask and dis-
cuss any issues related to 
Kumalo himself and his ex-
perience and knowledge of the 
system of apartheid. Monique 
Wiggins, R.D. of DeSmet Hall 
and a DIAMONDS repre-
sentative, commented " It was 
great that we had the turnout 
that we did and to see the reps 
from different organizations." 
At the dinner were ap-
proxinlately 30 representatives 
from various clubs and or-
ganizations, including PAC, 
DIAMONDS, Peace and Jus-
tice, CKI, Brown and Gold, 
Alpha Sigma Nu, and others. 
Wiggins also stated how 
uplifting it was to see student 
interest in world issues. 
Kumalo was "real informative 
and dispelled a lot of myths. 
You can see the effects of 
apartheid on humans.'' 
j-. .;\ ~;aled many issues 
at the Jim:er as well as his 
public address that have 
·never been revealed before. 
After the dinner, Kumalo 
entered the science am-
phitheater and spoke to the 
community of Regis College. 
ommate needed, call. . . 
Since the beginning of the 
school year, at least one stu-
dent has been trying to find 
roommates for a five bedroom 
house. The Brown and Gold 
was tired of seeing the signs 
placed along 50th and Lowell 
Blvd., and decided to find out 
just who this student was. 
The student turned out to 
be Kim Kos, a sophomore and 
one of the editors of the 
Ranger yearbook. 
The large and spacious 
house is located at 3284 W. 
55th Ave., just walking dis-
tance from the school. The 
house has five bedrooms, a 
living room, dinirig room, 
kitchen, two bathrooms, a 
fireplace, laundry room with 
washer and dryer, a bar, and a 
storage room. The house also 
contains a two car garage, but 
there is also off-street arkin . 
Another added plus is that 
all of the rooms are furnished 
and the phones are already in-
stalled. The price for rent 
each month is only $250 plus 
utilities. 
Interested? Then give 
Kos a call at 458-7656. That's 
not the number on the signs, 
but it is the quickest way to 
reach her these da s. 
t 
t 
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Campus News~---------------
Forensics team takes top honors in Boulder, Cheyenne 
The college forensics team 
won outright their first tour-
neys of the year two weekends 
ago in Boulder and this past 
weekend in Cheyenne, Wyom-
ing. 
Regis' individual events 
squad alone beat out both 
debate and individual events 
teams from Air Force, 
Colorado State and ap-
proximately 12 other schools at 
each of the tour_neys. The 
squad, which has dominated 
individual events at their last 
live tournaments, broke 
another team record at 
Boulder by advancing 24 
events to final rounds. That 
broke a previous record of 19 
and was particularly significant 
since many of the team's top 
speeches are no longer com-
peting since they are already 
qualified for nationals. 
"1 just think it was out-
standing work," said coach 
Vicky Bradford. "I think the 
number of awards--spread 
throughout the team--was real-
ly significant." 
CU-Boulder 
Meghan Stewart led the 
team effort with first place 
finishes in prose, programmed 
interp., after dinner and duo 
with Liz Howard. Howard 
finished third in after dinner, 
poetry and drama as well. 
Kelly Murphy, Pam 
Espinoza, Anthony Rogers 
and Julie Clayton took the top 
four spots respectively in infor-
mative speaking. Espinoza 
finished second in persuasive 
and third in extemporaneous 
also. 
Rog~ rs added a third in 
communi(.ation a~alysis and a 
sixth in extemp~, r:.tneous to his 
achievements. he ;:nd Clayton 
were hoth serr,i:ir.alists in im-
promptu. 
Murphy added to her first 
place in informative with a 
fourth in prose and a fifth in 
Healthy Heart Week 
February 20-24 
3 :30-5:30 p.m. 
NUTRITION VIDEO VIEWING 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 
Classroom and Resource Room 
Monday -Nutrition & Weight Loss, Nutrition Label 
Reading/Restaurant Eating 
Tuesday -Nutrition & Cholesterol, Nutrition & 
Recipe Modification 
Wednesday- Supermarket Saavy, Nutrition & Weight 
Loss 
Thursday -Nutrition Label .Reading, Nutrition & 
Cholesterol 
Friday -Nutrition & Recipe Modification, Super-
market Saavy 
BLOOD CHOLESTEROL TEST 
8:00-9:00 a.m. 
Health Center- $13.00 fee 
Call Ext 4153 to schedule an appointment 
or sign up while visiting 
(12-hour water fast required) 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
Wednesday: Registered dietician available for your 
questions 
Thursday: Health walking demonstration by organizer 
of "Front Range Walkers" 
Spring Challenge ' 
Make sure you are keeping track of your aerobic workouts 
at the Fitness Center whether you exercise there or 
elsewhere. Note that the points and prize catagories have 
heen altered somewhat. 
Activity 
Orientation 
Lecture 
Food Record 
• Fitness Thst 
Blood Cholesterol 
**Aerobic Workouts 
Points 
30 
50 
50 
60 
80 
lOeach 
* Double points for completed fitness test scheduled dur-
ing Healthy Heart Week. . 
**Double points for aerobic workouts during Health He t 
Week and Midterms Week. ar 
duo with Shari Marquez. Mar-
quez also finished third in per-
suasive and reached semifinals 
with her prose. 
Craig Scott won com-
munication analysis and 
finished fourth in impromptu. 
Kelly Mcinerney and 
Jenelle Martin teamed up for a 
third place finish in duo. Mar-
tin also received fourth in per-
suasive. Mcinerney added a 
third in prose and a fourth in 
after dinner to her awards. 
LCCC 
Regis swept the top spot 
in all platform events at the 
Laramie County Community 
College tourney in Cheyenne. 
Top honors went to Stewart in 
after dinner; Murphy in infor-
mative; Scott in impromptu 
and communication analysis; 
and Espinoza in ext:.~m­
poraneous and persuasive. 
Other awards included a 
fourth for Marquez in per-
suasive, sixth for Murphy in 
programmed interp., and sixth 
for Espinoza in informative. 
Additionally, Howard 
finished fourth in poetry, 2.fter 
dinner and drama. Mcinerney 
was awarded fifth in prose. As 
a team, Regis received second 
in reader's theater. 
The top seven members of 
the squad leave for Spokane, 
Washington today for the 
Western Speech Communica-
tion Association tourney. 
Lent: a time to rethink priorities 
by Julie Clayton 
Staff Reporter 
The lenten season began 
with Ash Wednesday services 
on February 8. This 40-day 
season is a special one in the 
Catholic church. Each season 
reflects different parts of one's 
life and the lenten season is 
the one that Director of Litur-
gy Ken Phillips feels is "a time 
to have the mentality of need-
mg to re-examine one's 
priorities." 
Much like the winter 
season is nature's way of 
preparing for new birth, Lent 
is a time of preparing for the 
The on-campus interview 
with interviewers from busi- tense in the first few inter-
nesses who come to Regis Col- views and later on during the 
lege is a most important step process they became more 
in the job search process. relaxed and confident. This 
There are numerous things to confidence carried through 
learn throughout this process, when they were interviewing 
besides the fact that you just outside the college setting. 
may get a job! Lastly, but very valuable in 
Individuals who have grad- the job search process, was 
uated from Regis and have that they became acquainted 
gone through on-campus withtheCareerServicesstaff 
recruiting say that most so when a position was open, 
importantly they learned thestaffwouldletthemknow. 
how toconductthemselvesin Several alumni have found 
an interview. They began to positions this way. 
know themselves and how to 1 The number of recruiters 
use this knowledge to des- I coming to Regis College 
cribe themselves. Alumni 1 reflects the use of recruiting 
discovered how important it · services by students. There is 
is to have completed their . no reason for companies to 
research on the company_ waste their time and money to 
to know its product, philos- come to campus if there are · 
ophy, and over all financial only a handful of students to 
status so that they were well ' interview. Therefore it is im-
prepared to ask educatt:><i and portant that seniors interview 
intelligent questions. The old with recruiters this year so 
adage ''Practice makes per- they will return the following 
feet" holds true in the inter- year. 
view process. They found Recruiters look forward to 
that through practice they the caliber and number of 
learned how to conduct them- students they interview at 
selves and how to deal with Regis and we need to make 
difficult questions without certain that we maintain our 
frustration. They were very high standards of excellence. 
Help Wanted 
Position: Emergency Medical Technician 
Responsibilities: Administer first aid and triage 
medical emergencies when the 
Student Health Center is closed. 
Supervisor: Susan Slattery, R.N., F.N.P. 
Compensation: Single room, phone, and meal plan 
Experience: First Aid C P R E M T (Ce t"f" d) , · .. , . . . r 1 1e 
Applications can be picked up at the Student Health 
Center and need to be returned by April3, 1989. 
Resurrection (rebirth) of 
Jesus. 
This preparation is not 
only for those already belong-
ing to the Catholic church, but 
it is typically the time when 
newcomers will enter the 
church. This preparation is 
then completed during the 
Easter vigil (Easter Saturday) 
with the reception of baptism 
and confirmation. 
Perhaps the most 
prominent aspect of Lent 
seems to be that of giving up 
things that were seemingly 
necessities in life. Common 
sacrifices include chocolate, 
soda pop and junk food. This 
is not to drive the person 
crazy, but according to Phillips 
"a time to take things out of 
our Ywe5 tnat are 0.\<;,trac.t\on'i>:' 
lt is a time to bring things into 
perspective. By giving some-
thing up, the people can chal-
lenge themselves to make a 
sacrifice and reflect on the 
idea that Jesus' death redeems 
us. 
This lenten season, cam-
pus ministry, along with the 
regular daily masses, is offer-
ing some special masses for 
the Regis community. On 
Wednesday, February 22 and 
Wednesday, March 1at 4:45 
special vesper services will be 
held in Sangre De Cristo. On 
Wednesday March 15 at 4:45 
there is a special 
vespers/penance service. 
Holy Week Schedule 
Palm Sunday Liturgy: 
March 19 (procession and 
liturgies at 11:00 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
and 10:00 p.m.) 
Special Seder Meal (to 
celebrate Jewish roots): 
March 22 at 4:45 in President's 
Lounge. Call extension 4153 
for reservations. 
Holy Thursday Service: 
March 23 with Mass at 8:00 
p.m. in the Life Directions 
Center. 
Good Friday Services: 
March 24 at 1:00 p.m. in the 
High School Chapel and at 
8:00 p.m. Tennebrae High 
School Chapel. 
Easter Vigil: March 25 
8:00 p.m. in the Life Directions 
Center. 
Easter Sunday: March 26 
at 11:00 a.m. in the High 
School Chapel (No 7:30 or 
10:00 p.m. mass in Sangre De 
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Ranger of the Week 
Hanson gives apathy no chance 
by Beth Stone 
Staff Reporter 
Are there many students 
on campus who are able sit 
down and casually discuss 
literature, chemistry and 
politics all with the same depth 
of knowledge and sparkling 
fervor? One might not meet 
these exceptional people very 
often, but they do exist, and 
senior Marcie Hanson is just 
such a person. 
of this she has been named this 
issue's Ranger of the Week. 
She was a resident assistant for 
two years, played on the Regis 
tennis team for two years, has 
done much tutoring for out-
side organizations, and has 
been involved in both the 
honors ::tnd the leadership 
program. Hanson is also in 
the coalition for peace and jus-
tice, on the LOGIC commit-
tee, is an associate justice on 
the student judicial board, and 
Hanson's love for others makes her an outstanding Ranger of the 
Week. 
"After such knowledge, 
what forgiveness?" writes T.S. 
Elliot, and these are words 
Hanson lives by. "I am basical-
ly a very lazy person," she says, 
"\:,ut '"t \ \\.now \ <:>\mu\c\ do 
something and I don't, there's 
no forgiving me." 
Over the past three and a 
half years Hanson has given 
apathy no chance, and because 
is in her third year of working 
on Regis' magazine Reflec-
tions. 
Hanson came lo Regis as 
a potential chemistry major 
but changed her mind after 
taking one of Carmen Casis' 
classes. At the time, her 
mother was dying of cancer, 
and Casis "helped me through 
that time" she says. She 
switched her major to English 
because '' literature is a jus-
tification for humans--to see 
what thev create in their 
minds--makes you think you're 
more than a beast," she ex-
plains with a smile. 
Sticking to her philosophy, 
Hanson decided to use her ex-
perience with her mother to 
help other people. ·"I saw my 
mom' die with dignity ... and I 
saw how I could be of usc to 
somebody," she says. 
She is presently working at 
Humbolt House which is a 
hotel by St. Joseph's Hospital 
for relatives of patients in the 
hospital. Her own 
grandparents stayed there 
while her mother was in the 
hospital. 
In the future, Hanson 
hopes to work with AIDS 
patients at a hospice, quite 
willing to work with those 
patients she knows are going 
to die. "You have to put your 
faith in people. There is a dig-
nity in human death everyone 
needs to face," she asserts. 
Hanson's wonderful sense 
of humor and compassion have 
carried her through many 
events and she attests she is 
ready to go on to graduate 
school. Afterwards she would 
like to do more volunteer 
work. "Renew my ticket to the 
1vory Towers aml send me to 
the slums," she jokes. But per-
haps that is just where she will 
be needed most. 
"Marcie has always had a 
commitment to helping other 
Student board petitions available soon 
Student executive board 
petitions for office will be 
available beginning Feb. 27 in 
the student executive board of-
fice. The petitions will be due 
Mar. 3 before school recesses 
for Spring Break. 
Prospective candidates 
may begin campaigning on 
Mar. 12 and the election itself 
is scheduled for Thursday, 
Mar. 16. Polling places will 
again be set up in each of the 
three residence halls and 
Loyola. 
Executive Board Secretary 
Kelly Murphy reminds stu-
dents that "everyone can vote--
even graduating seniors." As 
for qualifications for can-
ATTENTION 
Anyone wishing to have 
heir platform published in 
he Mar. 2 edition of the 
Brown and Gold must have 
hat data to the newspaper of-
lice by noon on Monday, 
February 27. Platforms 
should be typed, double-
spaced and contain informa-
tion regarding the candidate's 
stance and goals--not plugs 
for votes. 
dictates, all hopefuls must carry 
a 2.5 or better g.p.a. and be a 
Graduation ceremonies 
set for May 6, 
The schedule has been set 
for spring commencement ex-
ercises. As in the past, there 
will be two ceremonies, one for 
Campus Programs and one for 
Career Programs. 
The activities begin 
Friday, May 5 when the alumni 
host a reception in the 
President's Lounge from 4:00 
to 5:30 p.m. for the campus 
program's graduating class, 
followed by a reception from 
5:30-7:00 for the career 
programs graduates. 
The activity continues 
Saturday, May 6 as the com-
mencement ceremony for 
Career Programs will begin at 
10:00 a.m. in the Boettcher 
Commons. Then, all graduates 
arc invited to the Bac-
calaureate Mass held in their 
honor at 2:00 p.m. in the 
fieldhouse. 
The weekend concludes 
sophomore or junior presently. 
Only present juniors may run 
for the office of president. 
In addition to the presi-
dent, positions will be available 
for secretary, treasurer and 
PAC director. Other positions 
are still yet unknown pending 
general assembly action on 
proposed changes in the stu-
dent govern~ent structure. 
with the big event on Sunday, 
May 7 as all Campus Programs 
graduating seniors have their 
day in the sun (we hope it is 
sunny) at 10:00 a.m. in the 
Boettcher Commons. 
For additional information 
regarding graduation 
schedules, cap and gown 
measurements, and other re-
lated items, contact Sharon 
Herschfeldt in the registrar's 
office. 
people, which I think comes 
from a very deep love of other 
people," comments Assistant 
Professor or En~·,li;;h lJc;IIJPr 
Swanson. "Tiut or ;til thing~ I 
think is the most nJ.J!.-,t;: n dim~." 
r--------------------~ I ,,P,\ GETYOUR 
: wf Thnning or Toning 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 month unlimited tanning or toning $59.95 
1 month unlimited tanning and toning $99.95 
Gift Certificates Available 
Offer good with coupon or Student J.D. 
Not valid witl?; other offen 
I 
I 
I 
I I I 66th & Wadsworth 1 fairlanes Nortb Center J 
I - 423-1139------J. I 
----------------------· 
Regis Colt··ege 
--- -
• II 
Program Activity Counl:il 
February 16th 
REGGAE/SCA BAND 
9PM 
RANGER STATION 
Final for Budweiser Trivial Bowl 8:30p.m. 
February 20th 
''GOOD MORNING VIETNAM'' 
7PM 
SCIENCE AMP 
ADRIAN CRONAUER 
to Speak after the movie on 
his experiences in Vietnam. 
9:00P.M SCIENCE AMP. 
February 21st 
''RAISING ARIZONA'' 
9PM 
RANGER STATION $1.00 
February 23rd 
COMEDIAN HUGH FINK 
9:00PM RANGER STATION 
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Administrative computing: 
the silent force 
Theologian to speak 
on campus tonight 
by Dyanna DeCol~ 
Staff Reporter 
Computers have become 
essential factors in running any 
type of univer:.itv or snull col-
lege acro:.;s illl 1•ation. Al-
th mgh they arc so essential, 
thev still remair < ~ilent figure 
in r,1 ,tny ways. T.1is silent figure 
on Regis' campus is "ad-
mini!>trative computing." 
What exactly is ad-
ministrative computing? Well, 
,,·hen asking one student what 
he though it was his reply was 
simply, "The computer labs." 
Not quite. 
Administrative computing, 
located in the bottom of the 
student center, contributes an 
enormous amount to Regis' 
entire operation. One of the 
biggest responsibilities of ad-
ministrative computing is the 
holding of all comprehensive 
records dealing with the stu-
dents. "We track people begin-
ning from the time when they 
become a prospective student 
for the college until the time 
when they are alumni," 
stressed John Gintert, assistant 
director of information ser-
vices. Gintert is just o•1e of 
the six hard working faces be-
hind the scenes of the ad-
ministrative computing. 
Gintert has been with 
Regis for almost five years now 
and has contributed greatly. 
.\long with Gintert, is Jerry 
Goodman, programmer 
analyst; Marth Hnailton, day 
operator; Harry Fenz, night 
operator; Mike Zastroci<.y, 
director of information ser-
vices; and Mary RL·a, database 
administrator. These six 
people handle ar. operation 
that the campus could not 
function without. 
This valuable operation is 
the Academic Institutional 
Management . System 
(A.I.M.S.) This comprehen-
sive systerp. was created 
for the use of small colleges 
such as Regis. The system is 
very complex, and is owned by 
the schools themselves. Get-
Meet A.I.M.S., the complex computer system behind Regis College. 1'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
• ~A .al I ! L, , spec1 i 
! thanks to: i !--- i 
1. Keith Adams William Hiller David Patten 1• 
I Hrolf Huey 
Julietta Razani • 
Thomas Barader 
• Thomas Brucher Julie Jaszai Victoria Reuter I 
I Derek Buschman Susan Kaiser Richard Riss i 
I• Emily Carbaugh Patti Kato Brian Rooney • 
• 
Michael Rosenbach I 
I John Carney Paulette Kidder • • Lynn Cassman Michael Kleinschmidt I I Juanita Clark Kathleen Krieger Joseph Runtz • 
I
• James Clepp Cynthia Sanford ! 
• Christopher Cooley Cody Lacy Robert Schmitz 1 
I Karen Diepenbroek John Leshe ·Steven Stophel I• 
• Melissa Ditto Carol Liberty Colleen Striegel • 
I Thomas Duggan Da~id Long Elizabeth Tennessen 1 i Michelle Eagleelk Nell Mandt Donald Thielen I• 
• John Farley Naomi Matsushima Sheri Willan • 
I John Fennell Patrick Minogue David Woessner 1 i David Frees Philip Mixell i 
•I John Golinvaux Bryce Montgomery ~ •I 
Gabriela Gonzalez 
I• K hi Carmeliza Obana i at een Gutierrez S h . . 
• Timothy Heiser tep en Olk • ! Sarah Hemming ! I Far making aur Blood I 
i Drive a success! i i Regis College Business Club i 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~ 
tysburg, Rice University, and 
The Art Institute of Chicago 
are three of the thirty colleges 
using this system today. The 
private software support group 
is the "central clearing house" 
for enhancements to the 
software and is located in 
Florida. "It's a great package. 
I'm continued to be amazed at 
what it docs,'' said Gintert. 
This system accumulates 
records dealing with financial, 
business, accounting, and per-
sonal status of students. One: 
special feature developed her·· 
at Regis was th~ system to 
enable .students and ::rnited 
faculty to charge 111 the 
bookstore. "This special 
by Lisa Climer 
Staff Reporter 
Theologian Leo J. 
O'Donovan, S.J., who is a 
professor of systematic theol-
ogy at the Weston School of 
Theology in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, will appear in The 
President's Lounge tonight at 
7:30. His presentation is en-
titled "God's Creation and 
Ours: Late Twentieth Century 
Reflections on the Theology of 
Creation." The presentation 
will be free. 
O'Donovan is the second 
in the Regis College Jesuit 
Speakers Series. The series in 
an old concept being . reVIVe( 
by Fr. Vernon Heinsz f h 
l . . 0 t re IgiOus studies depart 
. rnent 
Accordmg to Heinsz a . · 
, senes 
was begun three or four years 
ago, but was eventually 
dr~ppe~. He feels that the 
senes will contribute to Re . 
d th t 't • II giS, an a 1 IS an apport . 
. Ulllty 
for Jesmts to come in and 
speak on pertinent topics." 
Fr. Heinsz will continue to 
make future plans for th 
. e 
senes, and hopes it will attract 
students, faculty, and members 
of the community. "The 
speakers are professionals with 
a lot of knowledge in their 
field. They have a lot to offer.' 
module wasn't part of the 
original system. Regis took the 
lead in developing it," added 
Gintert. Some students may or 
may not like this easy way to 
purchase things, but for the 
bookstore it has been a great 
advantage. "The overall sales 
volume of the bookstore has 
tremendously increased, since 
the system was integrated," 
stressed Gintert. 
Date rape conference 
well attended 
Another responsibility of 
administrative computing in-
cludes the processing of 
grades and transcripts for stu-
dents. Now with the respon-
sibility of holding all this im-
portant information, some stu-
dents may wonder: "How 
secure are my grades and 
private information?" 
by Kelly Murphy 
Staff Reporter 
The National Telecon-
ference on Acquaintance/Date 
Rape Prevention was viewed 
on February 2 here at Regis 
College. Barry Burkhart, 
Ph.D., a professor of psychol-
ogy at Auburn University, and 
Claire W a\sh, Ph.D., the direc-
tor of the Sexual Assault 
Recovery Service at the 
University of Florida, were the 
hosts for this teleconference. 
The seminar was broken 
into two segments. The first 
defined "date rape" and ,gave 
information on the 
psychodynamics of the victim 
and offender. The second half 
told about the impact of date 
rape and how to recognize vul· 
nerability and responsibility in 
this type of situation. A 
program model that works for 
prevention was given. 
Approximately 65 people 
took part in this seminar which 
included the faculty, staff and 
students. 
Gintert, head of the 
software security, feels very 
confident when answering this 
question, "There's no way 
someone can get in to be a 
hacker and corrupt anything." 
The system is very easy for 
each department to use, with a 
private module for each sec-
tion. "Its very comprehensive 
yet separate," declared 
Gintert. 
Psychology honor society 
to be formed 
by Katie Masterson 
Staff Reporter 
The National Psychology 
Honor Society, Psi Chi, has 
~' ~arrtott 
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been an active organization 
since 1929, and involves 
psychology majors and minors 
across the country. Regis Col· 
lege is looking forward to ap· 
plying for a chapter in Psi Chi 
this spring. 
Requirements for a 
prospective charter of a col-
lege are that one must have an 
active psychology club for. ~t 
least a year and have a mmi-
mum of 10 students joining. 
Requirements for acceptance 
into Psi Chi stipulate that y~u 
must have a major/minor Ill 
psychology (or at least plant~) 
and to have a B average Ill 
both psychology courses and 
as an overall g.p.a. Also, o~e 
should have high standards 1n 
· h wever personal behavwr; o ' 
one does not have to be a 
member of the campu~ 
psychology club. An aluJDili 
may join as a charter member, 
but can not join the campus 
psychology club. 
Anyone who is interested 
in enhancing their psychology 
career and interests is en· 
couraged to contact Dr. G~yot 
in 101 E of the science bUild-
ing or call x3516 by Friday, 
Feb.24 . 
Harrison is new DeS:met chaplain 
Julie Clayton 
Staff Rep01ter 
Some of you may have 
noticed some new faces 
around DeSmet Hall. Along 
with some new students there 
is also a new chaplain on 
fourth floor. 
Father Jeff Harrison 
joined the DeSmet community 
at the beginning of spring 
semester. Currently a teacher 
at Regis High School, Fr. Har-
rison entered the Jesuits in 
1975. Fr. Harrison didn't al-
ways want to be a priest. In 
fact for a long time he fought 
the voice inside him that told 
him to enter the Jesuits. 
When he began his two 
year novitiate in Denver, he 
still felt that he was "just giving 
it a try". He described the 
novitiate as the equivalent to a 
"two year boot camp." At the 
end of those two years, the 
novices entered into a thirty 
day silent retreat and it was 
then that Fr. Harrison knew 
that bemg a priest was what he 
wanted to do. After taking 
vows of poverty, chastity and 
obedience, he entered school 
where he studied philosophy 
and received a masters degree 
in European history. 
After finishing, he taught 
in St. Louis at a high school, 
coincidentally called DeSmet. 
As if all this wasn't enough, Fr. 
Harrison went to Berkley 
University in California for 
three years to receive a degree 
in theology. In, June, 1987, 
after all his hard work, he was 
ordained a priest. His first 
"priestly job" was being a 
chaplain to 700 students at 
Loyola University. It was a job 
that he thoroughly enjoyed. It 
was a big change for Fr. Har-
ri<:nn. who describes himself as 
a ,. morning person". It was 
hard for him to get used to the 
irregular hours, but "soon I fell 
in love with it." He feels that 
it was a lesson in humility. 
"These people are coming to 
you not as a person, but as a 
priest. You are representing 
God. You are their link with 
God." 
In 1988 Fr. Harrison came 
to teach at Regis High School. 
Although he loves his job 
there, he felt that "something 
was missing". So when it was 
rumored that DeSmet hall was 
looking for another chaplain, 
Fr. Harrison made room in his 
busy schedule to do so. So on 
Wednesday and Sundays, Fr. 
Harrison can be seen in room 
423 from 8-12 p.m. Fr. Har-
rison describes his respon-
sibilities as chaplain as "Being 
a resource person, someone 
who is neutral. I'm not here to 
spy on anyone. l'm here to 
help out and to be as open as I 
can." 
Just talking with him for a 
short while, 1 found Fr. Har-
rison to be a very humble, 
quiet person with a big heart. 
Father Harrison can be 
reached in DeSmet hall, on 
Sundays and Wednesdays and 
also any time the door is open. 
More about nrlcrow-ave·s 
by William Hiller 
Staff Reporter 
Cam\)U& re&ident& have 
been wondering lately just why 
their microwaves can no 
longer find favor with the 
residence staffers. Two 
reasons were recently 
provided by Jim McCormick. 
director of campus life: 
the possible presence of 
pacemakers, and insufficient 
dorm wattage. Of the two, the 
pacemaker idea was less 
credible, as was pointed out in 
the last issue of the Brown & 
Gold. 
There may be some jus-
tification for a wattage 
problem in the halls, however. 
Lennis Pederson, director of 
physical facilities at Regis, 
points out that "there are so 
many other electrical con-
veniences" already in the 
dorms, the additional burden 
of plentiful microwaves could 
become a problem, causing 
numerous power outages. 
Perhaps a short lesson in 
electricity would help il-
luminate the risk. There is a 
simple formula that can be 
used to determine wattage, or 
power available in an electrical 
system: Watts=Amps *Volts. 
(There is also a small variable 
coefficient, the cosine of theta, 
but its value is almost always 
equal to 1.) According to 
Pederson, every two or so 
rooms are on one circuit with a 
20 Amp circuit breaker, and 
the outlets nominally supply 
115 Volts. (The outlets will 
supply 120 Volts if needed, 
which is what most appliances 
take.) 
Using this formula, it can 
be determined that each of 
these two- room circuits can 
supply approximately 2500 
watts of power before tripping 
the breaker. 
A fu\\ size microwave runs 
around 1000 watts. Not much 
of a problem by itself. But 
many students are already 
using blowdryers, which run 
around 1250 watts, and small 
toasters, which operate at 
1050. Even a hot pot will pull 
500 watts, and a computer with 
a dual disk drive will take 
about 250. A full size stereo 
system can run up to 350. 
Small refrigerators, like those 
rented from Glacier Leasing 
Corporation, take about 158, 
and a small television 75. A 
small guitar amplifier takes 
around 42 watts, and even a 
VCR will suck 18. A curling 
iron zaps out 11-- every little 
bit counts. A microwave at the 
right time would be plenty to 
plunge students and their 
neighbors into darkness. 
Something else to keep in 
mind is what Ray Levstik of 
Advanced Power Systems, 
Ir.c., in Broomfield refers to as 
an "inrush"--the momentary 
surge of power pulled by an 
appliance when it is turned on. 
That small fridge from Glacier 
could for a second pull as 
much as 2000 watts every time 
the compressor kicks on. 
Levstik says that most circuits 
will tolerate a ~ pull of 
power, even if it is, by the for-
mula, a little too much. 
However, if all your equipment 
tried to turn on at once, the 
only electricity left in your 
room would be the static in the 
carpet. 
Some students use surge 
suppresser strips, like those 
found in the computer labs, to 
hook their equipment into wall 
outlets. 
This convenience would 
not work, however, if the 
. "' 
strip's breaker was rated to 
trip at more than the allotted 
2500 watts of the dorm 
breaker. 
If there are any thoughts 
among students of having their 
rooms upgraded to supply 
more power, there are none in 
the physical facilities office. 
According to Pederson, both 
West and O'Connell halls 
would need new transformers, 
costing about $25,000 each, 
since the current ones are al-
ready working to capacity. 
Beyond that, every dorm room 
on campus would require at 
least $200 of work to re-wire. 
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How tough are the acade~c ~~~~B~~~~~!?.~? ASN is:academics and more, but where are the Jesuits? 
by Elizabeth Howard 
Staff Reporter 
A school's admission 
standards are important not 
only because they serve as 
guidelines in accepting or 
denying an applicant admis-
sion in a school, but also be-
cause interested students turn 
to national college guides, such 
as Peterson's Guide to Col-
leges, which judge a school's 
reputation and national stand· 
ing by the school's freshmen 
ACT or SAT scores and by the 
freshmen's class ranking in 
high school. 
Regis' admission stand-
ards, according to Carolyn 
Samuels, assistant vice presi-
dent of academic planning, are 
"not as difficult as, say, an in-
stitution like Georgetown 
University, but also not an 
open door policy. I think it 
would be factually accurate to 
say that Regis is in the middle 
of these." 
Regis' admission stand-
ards are very complex. The 
criteria for acceptance at 
Regis {or freshmen is a 2.5 
G.\' .A.. a nO. at \ea~t an 1'6 on 
the ACf or a min.tmum score 
of 800 on the SAT, but there 
are exceptions to the rule. Al-
though many applicants are 
admitted because they fill the 
criteria, other applicants may 
be admitted after another 
review of their applications. 
All applications are examined 
by Dominique Teti, director of 
admissions, and his admissions 
staff, and spmc of the ap-
plicants are automatically ad-
mitted to the school. 
But those applicants that 
do not possess the minimum 
G.P.A. and test scores are then 
reviewed by the education 
standards committee. This 
consists of eighteen faculty and 
administration members plus a 
few student members; 
however, only the ad-
ministrators and faculty ex-
amine a student's application. 
The committee has the 
power to decide upon five op-
tions for those students who 
fall below the admission stand-
ards. First, there is straight ac-
ceptance in which the commit-
tee agrees that certain students 
do show sufficient academic 
potential to be placed in the 
student mainstream. 
The commitment program 
is the second option. Students 
who are placed in this program 
take specified courses to help 
their learning skills and also 
courses that the rest of the stu-
dent body takes. 
A new third option which 
will be used for 1989 ap-
plicants is the success 
program, similar to the com-
mitment program, in which 
students must take spectfied Some people are JUSt no h y . gil II and universities Holy Cross, Fcurfield Univer-
f ~ year college w en tJOna co eges . ·r d F dh U . courses plus regular courses. or a our- . . This ide book ranks each st y, an or am mversity 
The difference between the they first apply. Sometimes It h gul t difficult very were rated very difficult. 
d h . b £ them to go to a sc oo as mos ' I 1982 . commitment students an t e ts etter or d.ffi It derately difficult n Fr. Mtchael 
. h h . . ll ge for a year or two t tcu ' mo ' Sh S J . . 
success students ts t at t e JUntor co e . . all d.ffi It or non- eeran, .. , VIce president of 
success students have normal and then reapply to a four-year numm t.
1
! 1A1cu 'dm· g to this academic affairs, drew up a 11 • compe 1 tve. ccor . 
to high ACT a1;1d SAT test co ege. . . . .d R . ·s ranked as a comparative schools sheet. 
scores but low high school Accordmg to the statistics gmde, elgts d1iffi It school The rankings of these schools 
' h 1988 freshman ap- mo crate y tcu · b d . grades. on t e . Th k" s are based on were ase on · the average 
A fourth option is to defer plicants done by the admis- 1 e ran d
1~g ·d t t scores faculty salaries, the endow-
. . . f f h 1 087 c ass stan mg an es . h f h makmg a dects1on o accep- sions staf, t ere were • The · moderately difficUlt ment, t e res men SAT/ACT 
tance for a student. If a stu~ applicants (585 men and 502 . 1 d tho e scores, and other factors dent is deferred, the student women), 1,009 of whom were cahtegolsry mh: uh es th s Sheeran ranked the school~ 
· · fi h sc oo at w tc more an 
must send m hts/her trst accepted and 78 w o were f h f hm h d b under the subaltern category 
· d ·t . · 0 t f 75% o t e res en a een . 
semester semor gra es, wn e derued admittance. u o . half~ f h . hi h (those schools receiving lower 
d h d 286 t d m the top o t etr g . . 
an ~ssay, a~ ave ~c/ohmm~n- thos~ accepte , edn e~~5 school class and had scored r~tmgs than RegiS at that dauons wntten on .1s .er e- RegiS (161 men an ttme), peer category (those 
half. After exammatton of women). with similar ratings as Regis), 
kin f J •t m· stitutions. 1988 5-year aspiration category ran gs 0 eSUI (such as St. Mary's College in 
. . Cot•- slty St. Peter's College, Santa . . Mast DftDcglt: 
getOMI lJIJiftnfty 
Geor- Unavers1ty, Lemoyne ~ .. , ' U • •ty Seattle Indtana, Carroll College · in 
Loyola College iD Maryland, Cl~ra it n~priers~ 'Hill Col- Wisconsin, and St. John's Col-
Yea DUrall: Boston 
College, College or the Holy 
Cross, Fairf'"Jeld Univenity, 
Fordham University 
Modcratclr DiJikult: 
Caaisius College, Creighton 
Uaiversity, John Carroll 
those articles, the committee 
will then decide if the student 
has the potential to succeed in 
co\lege. 
A.nO. fma\\y, the committee 
has the fmal option to reject an 
applicant. Samuels explained, 
"Admission is not just based on 
grades and tests, but also 
timing. Each person has a dif-
ferent social maturation and 
academic maturation calendar. 
Loyola Marymouot Unlver- UnaversU !• it g f Det •t, lege in Minnesota), 10-year 
sity, Loyola University of ~· .nave:; la ° F c:o aspiration category (schools 
Chicago, Loyola University in Un~veersirsJty r S n t ra~ 1' such as Knox College in 11-New Orleans, Marquette ~mvC 11 ty 0 X c-:anUon: ~Y- linois, Kalamazoo College in U • "ty Regis College mg 0 ege. avier mverst M. h. d L k 
DIVei"SI ' , Mi . II o·m It· None IC lgan, an a e Forest 
Rockhurst, St. Joseph's mma Y ~ 1 cu N. College in Illinois) and out-of-u · •t St Lo · u ·aver Non-ComPfl!l ye: one . d. ' mvers• y, • ms n - tmme tate-range aspiration 
The mean ACT score for over900 on the SAT, (or 18 on category (schools such as 
Pomona College in California, the incoming freshmen was a 
20.6. Stated Paul Max, a top 
R egis admissions recruiter, 
"These students had higher 
G.P.A.s and test scores than 
ever before." In 1987 the 
average ACT score was 20.2. 
It was 19.38 in 1986 and 20.2 in 
1985. 
The Peterson's Guide to 
ColleJ!eS 1988 shows how 
the ACT) . Additionally, these Oberlin College in Ohio, and 
schools accept about 85% of Colorado College m 
the applicants. Colorado). 
Among the 28 Jesuit col- Academic Dean Bill 
leges and universities, only 5 H ynes believes that Regis 
were ranked higher than presently has surpassed the 
moderately diffi cult in the peer category and the five-year 
Peterson's Guide to Colleges aspiration category and is now 
1988. Georgetown University working its way upward in the 
was rated most difficult. while ten-year aspiration category. 
Compiled by Christina 
Bazarian and Paul Hiller 
The S£atus of Alpha Sigma 
Nu at Regis is good and get-
ting better, says the one Jesuit 
here officially connected with 
that Jesuit honor society; but 
several ASN members are con-
cerned with the effects of the 
Jesuit's recent lack of support 
of this organization, which a 
number of people associate 
with academic standing here. 
Fr. James Guyer, SJ., the 
faculty advisor for the Regis 
chapter of ASN for the past 
two years, is positive about the 
future of the organization. But 
according to Regis ASN Presi-
dent Andy Mixell, even Guyer 
has been leery of getting the 
members and the Jesuits back 
together into the complemen-
tary relationship they used to 
share years ago. 
Mixell says the members 
themselves are rrying to im-
prove relations with the 
Jesuits, providing the impetus 
for several recent social func-
tions in an effort to get the 
Jesuits more involved with 
ASN, which, ironically, is 
touted as one of the highest 
honors a Jesuit college or 
university can bestow on a stu-
dent. It is from this difference 
between the publicized and ac-
tual status of ASN at Regis 
that a number of questions 
arise. 
Why in the last few years 
has the Jesuit sapport of its 
own honor socitly for students 
been, in the words of Mixel~ 
"lame"? If the r.ociety 
promotes academic achieve-
ment, why are applications 
sent to all juniors and seniors 
with a minimum of a 3.3 
G.P.A.-- far below the Dean's 
List standard, which itself is 
now under scrutiny? Why did 
the Jesuits refuse to fund this 
year's induction dinner? Why 
is President David Clarke, SJ ., 
given the privilege to select 
three students for membership 
who had previously been over-
looked by the selection com-
mittee? 
Several of these questions 
are easily answered, whereas 
others are not. Mixell sees 
that the decrease in Jesuit in-
volvement over the years rould 
be related to scheduling 
problems between the students 
and Jesuits. Marquez agrees, 
pointing out that the number 
of Jesuits here has decreased 
since Vatican H. This has left 
few of the active priests here 
available for much else besides 
teaching at the college and the 
high school, and traveling to 
other churches for parish 
duties. Clarke himself notes 
that he is very frequently out of 
town. 
But other means of sup-
port are lacking as well. When 
the Jesuits were approached 
Dean's List: Is sclwol getting easier? 
Compiled by Kirsten 
Strode and Paul Hiller 
If you have ever looked at 
the glass display case outside 
Loyola 16 containing the 
Dean's List, you may have 
recognized some of the names. 
You also may have questioned 
why the list appears so long. 
This inquiry touches on an old 
Dean's List dilemma: is Regis 
college getting easier? 
Begi11- with the 1986-1989 
student bulletin, which stales 
that a student must carry a 
semester load of 15 or more 
graded hours and have a mini-
mum grade point average of 
3.7 or higher to be placed on 
the Dean's List. Also, a stu-
dent taking 12 or more graded 
hours who is enrolled for 3 or 
more pass/fail hours (not at his 
option) may not be excluded 
from the Dean's List. But the 
1987- 1988 bulletin supplement 
states that any degree-seeking 
student with 15 or more hours 
must achieve a 3.8 G.P.A. to 
be placed on the list. Perhaps 
this was just a typographical 
error; nonetheless, several 
years ago was when Dean Bill 
Hynes actually did recommend 
the school's education stand-
ard committee (ESC) to inves-
tigate the possibility of raising 
the G.P.A. cutoff in an effort 
to escape what he refers to as 
"grade inflation." 
This was not the first time 
that the G.P.A. had to be 
raised. Back in 1980 the stand-
ards for Dean's List accep-
tance were double standards. 
A student with 15 or more 
credit hours needed to be both 
in the top 10% of his class and 
have a minimum of a 3.0 
G.P.A. in order to qualify. A 
controversy in 1982 resulted in 
an ESC investigation to revise 
these standards. The main 
problem with the old stand-
ards was that students who 
may have had good G.P.A.'s 
from 3.0 to 3.6 would still not 
have qualified simply because 
they weren't also in the top 
10% of their classes. At the 
time the ESC analyzed several 
years' worth of information 
and found that the student 
who was in the top 10% of his 
class generally had a G .P.A. of 
3.7. And thus the 3.7 G.P.A. 
cut-off was instituted. 
The ESC also studied 
whether or not the minimum 
credit hours required of a full-
time student (12 hours) were 
enough to qualify a student for 
Dean's List consideration. 
The committee's analysis 
resulted in the conclusion that 
the average full-time student 
takes 15 credit hours, and tha t 
this should therefore represent 
the fairest minimum load on 
which to concentrate the 
Dean's List search. Overall, 
the committee hoped to ac-
knowledge the average stu-
dent, which is quite an ironic 
objective when defining an 
honor ideally reserved for 
above-average students. 
By 1987, Hynes now 
recalls, he felt there was a 
larger number of students ac-
tually attaining the 3.7 G .P.A. 
cutoff than there had been 
several years earlier. He feels 
the increase was due primarily 
to grade inflation, whereby 
66% of all grades given out at 
that time were A's and B's. He 
still concedes that this situa-
tion was ''out of whack," so he 
suggested the 1987-1988 ESC, 
chaired by Assistant Vice 
President for Academic Plan-
ni ng Carolyn Samuels, con-
sider raising the G.P.A. cutoff 
to 3.8. 
In response, Cate Conlin, 
one of the few student mem-
bers of the ESC, developed a 
questionnaire that was mailed 
to students on the Dean's List. 
According to ESC minutes 
from the spring semester of 
1988, 26 of 93 questionnaires 
mailed were eventually 
returned. In answering the 
question, "How do you feel 
about the proposal to raise the 
minimum grade point average 
for the Dean's List from 3.7 to 
3.8?", 22 students responded 
negatively, 4 positively. The 
committee was worried that a 
3.8 cutoff would discriminate 
against those students who 
take especially difficult 4-hour 
courses. Samuels asked Con-
lin to revise and clarify the op-
tions available in her proposal. 
By April 18, 1988, Conlin and 
her subcommittee supported 
its own recommendation to 
maintain the Dean's List policy 
in effect at the time. The ESC 
followed suit and dropped the 
matter entirely. 
But Hynes still believes 
that the grades given at Regis 
are inflated from years past. 
What he says used to be the 
average C- grade is today's 
average B-grade, and he con-
curs that th is situation indi-
cates one of two things: either 
the students are working har-
der and accomplishing more, 
or the classes are getting easier 
to pass \vith flying colors. 
Conlin, now a senior and 
still an ESC member, agrees, 
recalling that when she 
presented her questionnaire to 
Dean's Lists at other institutions------------------
by Kirsten Strode 
Staff Reporter 
What are the qualifica-
tions for acceptance to Dean's 
List equivalents at other 
schools? Here is a small com-
pilation of information from 
the recent admissions books of 
various schools, including 
Regis. 
Regis College requires a 
3.7 minimum grade point 
average from all its Dean's List 
recipients, who must also be 
t. 3 or hours who is enrolled or 
·rhout more pass/fail hours WI 
option is also eligible 10 be 
placed on the list. 
The department of arts 
. M rquette and sctences at a 
University in Wisconsin re-
. 3 4 . ·mum G P.A. qUires a . mm1 · 
f · · 35 GP.A· rom tts semors, a · · 
f · · · 36 GP.A. rom ItS JUntOrS, a · . g 
from its sophomores, and a 3·\l 
G.P.A. from its freshmen. A 
recipients must be degree-
seeking with at least 12 credit 
hours that cannot include any 
f .1 
.at ures or temporary grades. 
. The University of Detroit 
tn Michigan places all full- time 
students with 12 or more hours 
and a minimum 3.25 G .P.A. on 
their list. . 
Loyola College in 
Maryland requires a minimum 
3.5 G.P.A. and at least 15 
hours of credit. 
A minimum 35 G.P.A. 
and 12 hours of credit are re-
quired at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder. 
The University of Nor-
thern Colorado in Greeley re-
quires a minimum of 24 credit 
hours and the achievement of 
a 3.5 to 3.74 G.P.A. for any two 
of the three academic terms of 
the year. 
The University of Denver 
places on the list the top 10% 
who have a load of 15 or more 
quarter hours. No G .P .A. is 
specified in the particular ad-
missions book ~eviewed. 
last year by Treasurer Ann Fox 
and asked if they could show 
their support by funding the 
induction dinner, ASN was 
given a back seat to charity 
donations. Furthermore, the 
ASN members have taken it 
upon themselves this year to 
schedule other functions with 
the Jesuits. 
Mixell also believes that 
some of the apathetic Jesuit 
approach to ASN may stem 
from the top. He says he feels 
that Clarke tends to pay more 
attention to the career stu-
dents m the RECEP 
programs, who are not cur-
rently allowed to participate in 
ASN. As a result, Clarke 
would seem quite distant to • 
the traditional undergraduate 
members of the Regis ASN 
chapter, and this attitude 
could be discouraging other 
Jesuits from becoming in-
volved, Mixell adds. In the 
meantime, Marquez points 
out, the si tuation could be re-
lated to low faculty and staff 
involvement as well. 
It is thus interesting to 
note that the Regis ASN has 
gone through two or three ad-
visors .,within tqe past five 
years, MixeJJ adds. Fox echoes 
this concern, noting that there 
is no sense of history of ASN 
here with which new members 
might feel a sense of purpose 
or direction. 
However, a couple of the 
the ESC last spring she had 
pointed out that a larger num-
ber of Dean's List recipients 
was not in itself a bad situa-
tion. Even today, she says, if 
the dean wants to decrease the 
number of recipients for some 
reason he should not literally 
run away from the issue by 
pulling the 3.7 cutoff away 
from the grasp of competent 
students. Rather, he should 
try to lind a way to increase 
the difficulty of the classes: he 
should decrease the recipient 
count through the curriculum, 
she says. This would, after all, 
be in agreement with excel-
lence in the Jesuit tradition. 
But even Hynes says that 
raising the 3.7 cutoff would not 
stem the grade inflation at 
R egis. [t does, however, adjust 
the Dean's List to that infla-
tion. He notes that the process 
of studying and solving the 
problems of grade inflation 
and curriculum improvement 
must start with the ESC. 
However, the ESC has not 
come to any conclusions nor 
offered any specific recom-
mendations. The minutes 
from last spring's meetings do 
not show that discussion ever 
centered around the possibility 
for improvement of the cur-
riculum. 
questions raised earlier are 
easily answered. At! juniors 
and seniors with a 3.3 G.P.A. 
or better are offered applica-
tions because all ASN mem-
bers must meet this academic 
requirement. Refinement of 
this wide range of applicants 
then takes place during the 
subsequent selection process. 
' Academics, however, are not 
directly addressed again 
during this process, says 
Mixell. 
Clarke's privilege to select 
three extra applicants for in-
duction is easily explained, as 
well. As with all other Jesuit 
college and university presi-
dents, this privilege is given 
down from the national level of 
ASN. Clarke says that when 
deciding whether or not to 
by Christina Bazarian 
Slllfl Reporter 
Freshman Scott Robinson, 
"I'm sorry to say that most stu-
dents, including myself, would 
rather play L _._ .... • ...__ 
go to plillosophy."" 
Junior Peter Waalkes, 
"Consistently within the 
parameters of the balance of 
the institution of higher educa-
tion." 
Freshman Lisa Jeffries, "It 
could be way harder." 
Dean's List 
select any extras, he relies 
heavily on the opinion of the 
ASN advisor and looks for stu -
dents with qualities he feels 
the selection committee per-
haps should not have over-
looked. 
But the officers are still 
proud to be members despite 
circumstances. Mixell says he 
does in fact feel honored to 
have been selected as a mem-
ber last year, because ASN is 
the only organization on cam-
pus that recognizes students 
for both academics and ser-
vice. But so far the extent of 
that recognition takes place 
solely at the induction 
ceremony, at graduation, and 
at any socials the members or-
ganize with the Jesuits. 
--
Freshman Jill Janney, "' 
thought it would be harder to 
get in than it was.ft 
Sophomore Jose Almada, 
"The busiDess • 
- ·"" ··- ,;; 
.. ·~. Jt mtcrc:stms-
Sophomore Kd!i Vmoola, 
"It's here. It works for me.• 
Freshman Emily PeMars, 
"It's definitely what the stu-
dents make it. The teachers 
are good. I'm happy with the 
way it's being run. • 
The following individuals were named to the Dean's List for 
falL of 1988. These students carried a minimum of 15 graded 
hours and maintained at least a 3.7 grade point ave.rage. 
Mar y Jo Acke JR Anne Marie Knott SR 
Sheri Lynn Aust i n SR Gregory Jon Ko lan i tz JR 
John Robert Baker !0 Shannon Jo Kuss l'R 
Janet Lynn Bart leson l'R Mary M. Landgraf JR 
l{aren Suza nne Barton !0 Robyn R. Lievens l'R 
Bernadette W. Benham JR Kar I son W. Leung sn 
Hobert C. Bennett !0 Angela l\1arie Linnebur l'R 
Heather Dsi ley Beran !0 Heather M. Litwhi I er Fit 
Olristopher \1. Bollinger rn LAura Lee Locke JR 
Dana Kay Boyd FR EO.>iard ~. Logan rn 
Thuy Bieh Cao .IR Anthony Wade t:.ov.nan Jlt 
Kar i Lynn O:trd Jlt 'r&nya Cor in Luethe !0 
\1elissu Mlrie Cestelli SR Shari Anne :'mrquez SR 
Ann I. Cecchi ne SR Renee L. Marsctvnan JR 
Olarine ~rie Olase rn E<tnund A. Marshal l eek SR 
Vincen t S. Clemente JR Anne Mlrgaret Marty JR 
Nol>ert A . Costigan JR Naoni J . ~tsushime. FR 
Catherine Anne OJ ! len SR Sandra Lynn McCarty SR 
Ruth El len Cu r ran SR John Robert \1c0onald !0 
Mary Ann Olrto SR Vl adimir r. \1ijatov ic !0 
Gina \1arie OeCrescentis Jlt Wendy Anne \IIi 1 J er FR 
Denise \1ar ie DeSantis SR Phi I ip A. !llixell SR 
Richsrd L. Depperschmi~t SR Ot.r i ttnne E. MJrris rn 
Shannon M. JJonahue SR Crios First i'f\mnings rn 
Marietta E. Eceher .JR Gr egorio L. Nah JR 
Donald D. Eldredge rn ~~is sa \1. \bon ,IR 
Janet l\1ar ie Em I ieh l'R Kevin "'· Norris SR 
Jut i e Ann Enger l'R Eli ZAilaeth Vfl.rv Orle11ns SR 
Tina LaVonne Evans SR 1ll0:~ s Wi I I i &I'll~ Par i sea u rn 
John Th<ll'lOs findley FR Nancy Jo A. Pauley Fll. 
Elizabe t h Ann Forbes FR Lori Jane Ponder rn 
Ann Msr i e Fox SR l\la r y Frances Put iek FR 
Frederick Vl. Frazzini !0 Matthew David Rivera SR 
Susan Ann Fr i eke JH Hichard A. Rock SR 
Lisa IY19.r i e C".en t i l e JR Ts;rmy Jo Ve r ie Ro l lofr !0 
Enfrl'luel Jer ry Green sn OSoony Eduar do Sa l as FR 
Garret Wade Hartwig !0 Craig Richard Soot t SR 
Bever 1 y Jo Heeke Sl< Laura C. Si quei ros !0 
Mar y \!. Heller SR Ka t herine 1,1. Skarbek FR 
Me l inda Ann Higgs Sit 1'8.1111)1 \1arie Somsky SR 
Ami \lei iss• Hobbs rn Olris t ine ¥1 . Sponsel SR 
J i I I Ann Janney FR Debbie .Jean Storfe l !0 
Roberta Ann Jones so Thuy Trang 1l1 i lllan FR 
'Viichael G. Ju~:trez l'R Paul D!lnian Valdez SR 
Patti Jo Kato !0 Lori Ann Vi llano .JR 
Kimberly Anne Keveny Sll Kell i Aun Vinnola !0 
Kurt is Pau l Kelly Jll Kel l y \'1 . Voigt !0 
\'lichael O..vid Kelly JR Frank Weyher S!l. 
J of f r ey JIJTleS Ke I soh JR Shell i Ve.rie "hisehar t SR 
Dan Kim !0 Oleryl Ann Wor trMn Jlt 
Colleen P. Kinnea r Sit Krist ie Lynn Young S"l 
Gale E. Kirwan SR Er in F. . 7.as troeky !0 
Riehard 1"1 . Kni es SR 
~I 
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On Campus 
Lately 
:~eil ,\Iandt. whose phone 
numbL:r did 'OU get last week? 
John I< :Fiey, do you and 
Shancon IJonahue really 
thrC'W punches? 
Kirstin Strode, just how 
hot w.1s it outside before the 
most recent G.A. meeting? 
Tim Ihrig and Madelyn 
Johnson, were you showing off 
at Sadie Hawkins? 
Julie Ford, wh.:n did you 
start diving? 
Mike "Craz:' Bear" Brock-
way, did some beautiful 
woman take you out for y0ur 
birthday? 
Getting a "piece of ash" 
during Ash Wednesday ser-
vices were John Kennedy, 
Trish Dolan, Dave Card and 
Julie Chauvin. 
Katie Mclnness and Tran 
Trang, what are "pre-pubes-
cent, deviant, numchuck-
throwing reptiles? 
Brian Webb and Dan Bar-
cia, why were you standing on 
the corner of 50th and Lowell 
this past Saturday night? 
Among the many playing 
intramural basketball are Phil 
Biel, Andrew Scott, Sean 
Lehmkuhle and Jose Ar-
gamasilla. 
Bob Kall'er, been ripped 
off by one of the pop machines 
in Loyola lately? 
Rich Rock, what was 
crawling between your legs at 
dinner before Sadie Hawkins? 
Joe Adducci, why did you 
eat your communion wafer 
before anyone else at mass 'n 
munch? 
Our mistake. • • 
The Regis Peace and So-
cial Justice Coalition was inad-
vertently left off the list of 
sponsors for the apartheid 
speaker this last week. The 
coalition has consistently sup-
ported issues of social con-
cern, and we apologize for the 
error. 
In that same article, the 
DIAMONDS club was left un-
capitalized. DIAMONDS is 
an acronym for Developing In-
terests About Minority or Na-
tionally Diverse Students--an 
organization dedicated largely 
to minority awareness . 
Dr. Philip Williams 
received his doctorate from 
the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, not from the Univer-
sity of Colorado at Denver as 
was reported in the last issue. 
The SolutiOn 
Papa C. Spea-----
by Craig Scott 
I need a vacation 
I've been having a hard time dealing with rhe concept of 
Spring Break recently. I don't need a break from Spring--! need 
a reprieve from Winter! Unless you are into skiing, snow angels 
or multi-car pileups, this miserable ice-cold environment really 
has very little to offer at this time of year. I've always sort of felt 
this way; but I realized it most when I nearly froze to death trying 
to get a car unstuck a block west of the Hilltop. That would make 
an ironic headline for the obituary section, now wouldn't it. 
But at least this "Break" is coming up soon. It is a good time 
to escape from it all--if you go to the right place. What is the 
serious point here? Personally, I happen to consider my health 
and sanity to be quite important--and perhaps you feel the same 
way. With that, let me offer some suggestions for this approach-
ing vacation. 
First of all, think twice before just going hom::. What I call 
Spring Break, my mom calls "spring cleaning." What I think of as 
a vacation, dad thinks of as an extra hand around the house. The 
plus siJe, though, is the price. Hey, free room and board are 
hard to turn down. In fact, after seven consecutive weeks of 
cafeteria food or frozen burritos, it is hard to turn down anything 
that resembles home cooking. 
But if you can resist the urge to go home, look for five 
characteristics in the ideal Spring Break trip: warm temperatures, 
large bodies of water (bathtubs do not qualify), good food and 
drink, good company (I know, it sounds like a Michelob commer-
cial), and enough money to pay for your fun (and the return trip 
home). 
Well, the first two criteria pretty much rule out Kansas. 
Sorry Dorothy and Toto, we won't be by this year. But, places 
like San Diego, Mazatlan; Padre Island and Daytona Beach are 
still in the running. As far as good food and drink go, we all know 
not to drink the water in Mexico. But then again, who wants 
water anyway? 
What about good company, then? Unfortunately, the only 
other school that has Spring Break at the same time we do is 
Back Woods State College in Wyoming--you know, where the 
men are men and the sheep are scared. Now if these sound like 
your kind of people, you are not only in luck, you are sick! But 
since most of our friends from other schools will still be in class, 
you may just have to go visit them. However, if your friends 
decided to go to Minnesota to school rather than California, just 
call them. Save yourself the money, and the misery. 
Finally, you'll need a bit of extra cash. For those of you who 
get $300 weekly checks from your parents for those "little things 
th~t just come up," you need not worry. For the other 50 of us, 
start saving. 1 know from personal experience that it is rather em-
barrassing to have enough money to get somewhere--but not have 
enough to get back. Somehow, I don't think most of the faculty 
would take "But I couldn't afford the return plane ticket" as an ex-
cused absence. 
In only two weeks, we'll reach that magical halfway mark of 
the semester. Barring any more blizzards, I think I can make it. 
With a little perseverance and some healthy dreaming about 
Spring Break, you can too. 
Reader defendB PAC 
Dear Editor, 
In response to Don Thielen's editorial (Feb. 2, 1989), the 
PAC works harder than I think anyone could imagine. The four 
girls on the PAC bring lectures, movies, Thursday Thril!s, dances, 
and a number of other activities to this school. I found that call-
ing them "incompetent" was in very bad taste. It is those people 
who are not involved in this type of work that do not appreciate 
the work that is done for them. The hours that each PAC mem-
ber puts into activities for us is unbelievable, I know because I see 
them doing it. They have put on a number of GREAT events this 
year! 
Personally, I feel they should be congratulated on an out-
standing job. And just because they had one bad night, I find it 
thoughtless and harsh to publicly knock the work they do. I know 
they were upset about the movie but due to the circumstances 
they couldn't change the evening's outcome. Plus, if it's so easy to 
fix a projector, why didn't Don do it? Better yet, where is he 
when the girls need people for set up and take down? If we cculd 
get more students involved, rather than complaining, maybe ac-
tivities could run more smoothly. I am not saying the "U2 Rattle 
and Hum" night didn't have its faults but don't knock it until you 
try it. It's that kind of apathy that hinders our school. 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Murphy 
Walt's World 
by Shawn 'Th.ssone 
·Worry, worry 
I've been a diligent student here nearly four years, and 
throughout my sojourn it has come to my attention that students 
worry about different matters than most folks. I don't mean to 
say we're queer or nervous, we just seem to have different con-
cerns. Here are a few concerns that I feel categorize us as stu-
dents: 
1) Sleep? No way, got this exam tomorrow. How many of 
you have altered REM patterns so you could soak up more 
knowledge? (Usually past three in the morning.) 
2) Oh please let there be hot water and heat. A cry heard all 
too often by those dwelling in the residence halls. 
3) ... And mom, could you please send a little money? I know 
it's more of a question, but think of all the ulcers caused before or 
during the asking. 
4) What am I going to do this weekend? Whe~ Y?U only h~ve 
two days a week to let your hair down, I suppose th1s IS somethmg 
·we all concern ourselves with. 
5) How do I take all these core classes plus a minor and 
major? A question mostly asked by freshmen and sophomores, 
(hopefully not seniors). It seems like a load when you start, but it 
can be done. You should, however, plan ahead. 
6) Will I graduate? Don't worry about it. It's only the rest of 
your life. 
7) Will I get a job after I graduate? Don't worry son, remem-
ber, money is only a material item and you're striving for happi-
ness. 
8) Not laundry again. No need to worry here, just consider 
wearing the same outfits twice before washing. You may not look 
or smell sweet, but you'll cut your laundry in half. 
As students, we all feei a bit ostracized from the real world, 
but I suppose I can live with that. Who wants real worries and 
concerns when survival is merely what Marriott is serving for din-
ner. Just stop and ask yourself if you really need to worry about 
it. If not, go skiing and think about it tomorrow. 
Vandalism affects us all 
by Elizabeth Howard 
I had a dream. Actually, it was a nightmare. I was wearing a 
dark green strapless velvet dress (funny, I'm always endowed with 
large knockers in my dreams). The doorbell rang, my roommates 
answered the door and who was standing there but a life size Ken 
barbie doll. He took me to a chic french restaurant where. we 
wined and wined (for once my fake J.D. from Alaska worked!). 
After the meal, Ken and I drove to the hotel where the Spring 
Formal was to be held. As we opened the door to the ballroom, 
we noticed that this was not a hotel ballroom, but the Saga 
cafeteria! Naturally, I woke up screaming. 
Thank God it was a dream. However, with the disaster that 
occurred at the annual Sadie Hawkins dance, having all dances in 
the Marriott cafF.tcr;:J mllv not he a dream, bnt a reality. Director 
of campus life, Jim McCormick stated, As far as I am con-
cerned, if we have any problems with prom, we Will nN nave any 
more off-campus events for a long time. We cannot afford the 
extra thousand we must pay the hotel for damage, nor the 
publicity we receive." 
Now, the Marriott cafeteria is perfect for such events as 
"Comedy Works," Jim Wand (the hypnotist), and even for infor-
mal dances, but let's face it, the cafeteria just does not have the 
atmosphere for the more formal dances. Besides, there is always 
something special about having a dance off-campus. 
To say the least, it was a huge disappointment to the ad-
ministrators, PAC coordinators, and many students that a few 
people had to ruin what would hav~:: been a successful event. Al-
though there was a good turnout of people and everyone seemed 
to enjoy the band, it was hard to label an event successful when 
the police were called out to arrest a student and when the hotel 
stated that Regis would not receive all of the damage deposit 
back due to vandalism. 
It is bad enough that the day before the dance some students 
went a little drawing crazy with their markers at "Graffiti Night" 
and wrote all over some of the pub tables, the men's bathroom, 
and an administrator's office windows. But, it is even worse when 
vandalism and other inexcusable acts occur off campus because 
those acts no longer affect our school, but our community and 
also influence the way people perceive our school. So, if we have 
a bad reputation with hotels, we have no one to blame but oursel-
ves. We need to take responsibility · for our actions and not let 
students who behave poorly at events get away with it because it 
is the students who have the power to decide whether there will 
be off-campus events next year. Let's not allow a few people to 
spoil the fun. 
Loretto Alumni criticize Regis 
Dear Editor 
As the Loretto Heights College Alumni Association, we are 
writing in response to the January 12, 1989 announcement by 
Regis College of their plans to sell their recently acquired Loret-
to Heights Campus to Teikyo University of Japan. This agree-
ment allows for the transfer of assets that once were LHC (land 
and buildings) to Teikyo to establish a four year college program 
for Japanese students. The school will be owned by Teikyo. 
Regis will assist in program development and implementation, as 
well as the accreditaticn process and will retain rights to the 
property in the event of the failure of the Teikyo University 
program. The sale price of this property was not disclosed. Es-
timates on the value of this prime piece of real estate and the 
physical plant have run as high as $40,000,000. 
On January 21, the Loretto Heights College Alumni Associa-
tion Board met to learn more about the Regis College-Teikyo 
University arrangement from Regis representatives. After a 
review of he transaction, the LHC Alumni Board members ex-
pressed concerns regarding the transfer of the facility. The 
paramount objection expressed related to the need for the Sisters 
of Loretto to receive fair and reasonable financial compensation 
for their 100 year contribution and investment in the property of 
the LHC campus. The salable assets of Loretto Heights were 
built in the first 80 years of its history by the religious community 
of the Sisters of Loretto (Loretto Community). When the Col-
lege was transferred to a lay board of trustees in 1968, the Sisters 
reserved limited rights to the physical assets in the event of the 
failure of Loretto Heights College. 
Early in 1988, the LHC Board of Trustees made the decision 
to close the College and approached Regis College regarding 
taking possession of the facility. In April, 1988, the Sisters of 
Loretto were told that if they had any interest in reacquiring the 
campus, a debt of approximately $2 million had to be paid by 
May 31, 1988. This proved to be untrue. The Sisters (whose 
average age is 70) were intimidated by this liability and hampered 
in their decision making by this unreasonable time frame. With 
the assurance from Regis College that the campus would be util-
ized to continue the traditions and values of Catholic education, 
the Sisters acceded to the transfer. We, the LHC Alumni As-
sociation, object to the fact that the Sisters were put in a reactive 
position and were never considered an active party in a~y 
nego\\a\\om;--e\tber by the LHC Board o£ Trustees or by Regts 
College. We understand that Regis College made a legal and ex-
tremely profitable business decision as well as a brilliant plan for 
the future of Regis College. Regis College is a Catholic institu-
tion owned and operated by the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) and 
promotes an institutional mission espousing mor~l and e_thical 
human obligations. We are very concerned that this exclusiOn of 
the Loretto Community in the disposition of these assets con-
tradicts their stated mission. 
In light of the above, we feel that the contribution of the 
Sisters of Loretto to Denver and Colorado and the development 
and preservation of this valuable _edu~ational ~nd real e~tate 
asset ethically demands compensation m a tangible way. Smce 
the ;ending sale of the Loretto Heights property involves a large 
sum of money, we deem it essential that the Sisters of Loretto 
receive a fair and reasonable compensation. 
As alumni of Loretto Heights College and heirs to a tradition 
of faith, morals and culture, we are outraged by the exclusion of 
the Sisters of Loretto in the financial rewards of the sale of the 
Loretto Heights College Campus. We call upon Regis College 
and Fr. David Clarke, S.J. to remedy this injustice. 
Sincerely, 
Patti Thomason Fochi, '73 
Peggy McCarthy Cook, '71 
Lisa Haas, '87 
Lucille Mannix Dryer, '23 
Marie Coffey Dinan, '29 
Mary Sandoval Rome, '52 
Dolores Calerich Suazo, '61 
June Balisteri Spero, '67 
Marie Clark, '71 
Maureen Mcinerney Hendricks, '71 
Hazel Murphy Morrison, '38 
Martha Ellen Dea McCarthy, '39 
Gertrude Waters MacHendrie, '40 
Helen Mahoney Hickisch, '42 
Janet Winans O'Halloran, '71 
Beth Wasmer, '71 
John C. Fochi, '74 
Karen Thomason Duran, '76 
Sick plate policy criticized 
Dear Editor, . b 
With the flu season upon us, you would thmk there would e 
people who would comply to our needs and take care of_ us. The 
people which I am referring to are those in the food _service, or to 
b "fi SAGA Just because we are considered adults e more spec1 IC, · . · h h · · 
and able lo take care of ourselves, there will ~e times w ~n. t ~~IS 
not ossible. For instance, when we get Sick. Why IS It t at 
SAJA is not able to provide nutritious food for those who ne_ed 
. I ? I'm not asking for much, just some sort of service 
spec1a care. . · · t for 
that will bring food to the sick, such as Jello, soup, JU!Ce,e c., 
those who are not able to get it themselves. 
Patty Schlessinger 
0hristina Bazarian 
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SADD unveils its next sin 
target: Drugs In Sports 
(CPS)- The group that 
raised a nationwide student 
voice against drunk driving 
announced a new effort Jan. 
23 and a new target: steroid 
and other illegal drug use by 
student athletes and their 
young fans. 
Robert Anastas, founder of 
the four million-member 
Students Against Driving 
Drunk (SADD), figures he can 
duplicate his success. 
"We can reverse peer pres-
sure and make it positive 
rather than negative,'' he 
maintained in announcing 
his new program. 
''Student athletes are 
natural leaders and trend-
setters in our high schools 
and universities. When they 
stumble, everyone falls,'' said 
Anastas, who recalled de-
ciding to mount an anti-drug 
crusade among athletes after 
New York Giants linebacker 
Lawrence Taylor was dis-
ciplined for failing a drug test 
and Canadian Olympian Ben 
Johnson lost his gold medal 
last summer after testing 
positive for steroid use. 
''When I heard he used 
steroids," Anastas said, "I 
thought the American dream 
was shattered. 
''He was the greatest com-
mercial for steroids, but it's 
shattered the work ethic that 
coaches try to instill in boys 
and girls, that if you run 
when others walk, sleep 
while others party, you can 
go anywhere in sports. Now 
the message is 'I can do it my 
way and cheat.' But that 's a 
false package, and students 
need to know that.'' 
Anastas said the new pro-
gram, called Student Athletes 
Detest Drugs, will use the 
same technique as his drunk 
driving effort: student;s will 
sign cards pledging not to 
abuse drugs. 
" We'll give the cards to the 
athletic director, who will 
pass them on to his coaches, 
who will discuss drug abuse 
with their teams. If they 
agree to sign the cards, then 
........ .,... ... 
.................. 
COLLEGE 
GRADUATES-
AIM HIGH. 
Get your career 
off to a flying 
start! Attend Air 
Force Officer 
Training School, 
earn a commis-
sion and begin a 
rewarding career. 
The Air Force 
offers you good 
pay, complete 
medical care 
and much more. 
Call 
303-343-9652 
COLLECT 
they'll also make a public 
statement. But they won't 
only be making a statement, 
then they'll be sending ;, 
message to their pa rent::;. 
their brothers and sisters, 
their fellow students and 
their fans too. 
"Once you'v :- committed 
publicly,'' Anas1 :-cs continued, 
"It's not easy to go to a party 
and down a six-pack or smoke 
a joint without feeling like a 
hypocrite.'' 
Participating colleges will 
get large "Student Athletes 
Detest Drugs ' ' banners to 
hang near their team's ben-
ches during games. SADD 
stickers, which will be affixed 
to helmets and uniforms, and 
literature outlining the dan-
gers of drugs also will be sent 
to team captains to give to 
other players. 
St. Louis University already 
has adopted the plan, Anastas 
said and he's working with offi~ials at St. John's Uni-
versity and the universities 
of Southern California and 
California-Los Angeles to 
implement it. 
SADD also has contacted 
officials at hundreds of other 
colleges and 25,000 high 
schools and junior high 
schools about the program, 
Anastas said. 
Anastas, a former high 
school counselor, admits he 
won't be able to reach every 
student by appealing to them 
with athletes. ''There are 
kids who are smoking grass, 
doing the LSDs, who are not 
able to expres~ themselves 
through sports,'' he said. ' 'We 
miss a group, and that has 
always bothered me. I wish 
to heck I knew how to reach 
that group." 
ACROSS 
1 Exhaust 
gradually 
4 Proceed 
6 Perspiration 
11 Be prevalent 
13 Annoyed 
15 Exists 
16 Dessert 
18 Compass point 
19 Teutonic deity 
21 Leak through 
22 Soft drink 
24 Wife of Geraint 
26 Knocks 
28 Lair 
29 Essence 
31 Dregs 
33 Rupees: abbr. 
34 Verve 
36 Temporary 
shelter 
38 For instance 
40 Roman road 
COlLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
42 Underground 
parts of 
plant 
45 Secret agent 
47 Go by water 
49 Forehead 
50 Cravats 
52 Seized 
54 Greek letter 
55 Hall an em 
56 Sham 
59 Symbol for 
chlorine 
61 Medleys 
63 Mitigate 
65 Doctrine 
66 Thoroughfare: 
abbr. 
67 Organ of sight 
DOWN 
1 Capuchin 
monkey 
2 Not present 
3 River in Italy 
CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
HELP WA N'l'F,D 
F1ight Attend ant needs rp:;p• m-
sible person I of chil.d carf' w i telt 
working. ldealjob for student. 
Nearby. :\fast have n:Jerences. 
Please c. 1 431-0498. 
I\I •W'J RE DRIVERS- Full or 
part Lime. 18+ . Clean driving 
record a must. $600-650 per 
mo. + tips. With benefits. 
Apply in person to Allright 
Parking, 4001 Quebe~ 
entrance on Sandown. 
SKI THE SUMMIT! 
For rent in Dillon: Condo 3 
Bdrm/2 bath. Fireplace, micro~ 
wave, club house, pool, sauna. 
$120/night 6 persons, $750/ 
week. Call 442-5612. 
AUDITIONS 
ELITCH GARDENS 
Attention young performers: 
Elitch Gardens will be holding 
auditions for the "Street 
Entertainment Troupe.'' In-
dividuals auditioning should 
have experience in the follow-
ing: magic, juggling, story-
telling, acting, dance, mime, 
voice. Auditions will be held 
March 18 and 19. For more 
information or to set up an 
appointment please call 
455-4 771 and say Street. 
AUDITIONS 
ELITCH GARDENS 
Attention singers and dancers: 
Elitch Gardens will be holding 
auditions for their "Musical 
Revue Casts.'' Individuals 
auditioning should have a high 
level of dance and vocal skills. 
Auditions will be held on 
March 4 and 5 . For more infor-
mation or to set up an appoint-
ment ph'ase cr' '14f)5-4 771 and 
say Revue. 
4 African 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
8 Urges on 
antelopes 9 Symbol for silver 
10 Fragile 
12 Above 
5 More unusual 
S Small piece 
7 Pale 14 College officials 
17 Attend to 
20 Ceremony 
23 Hypothetical 
force 
24 Babylonian 
deity 
25 Spanish painter 
27 Prophet 
30 Rodents 
-~-+-~ 32 Supercilious 
person 
35 Tidiest 
37 Ripped 
38 Showy flower 
39 Kind of piano 
41 Disturbance 
43 Irascible 
44 Opp. of NE 
-"'--'--+--1 46 Old pronoun 
48 Clayey earth 
51 Twirled 
53 Difficulty 
57 Female ruff 
58 Execute 
60 Confederate 
general 
62 Brother of Odin 
64 Symbol for 
tellurium 
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Tennis team resumes play Swimmers prepare for districts 
by Kim Connelly 
Editor 
The swim team is present-
ly wrapping up their season in 
Colorado Springs as the team 
is competing in District com-
petition at the Air Force 
Academy. 
Due to the small number 
of swimmers on Regis' swim 
team, the women cannot hope 
to claim a place above their 
four competitors at the district 
event. However, the team 
goais have been set. 
"Our goal is for everybody 
to drop their time; in every 
competition, and to have Cher-
ric Tester qualify lor nation-
als,'' Coach Ro~emary 
Newland said. 
This goal is attainab'le for 
Regis who ts swimming 
in a "fast pool'' against fast 
swimmers. Newland believes 
that the best times will be seen 
because the swimmers will rise 
to the times of their competi-
tion. 
Although Regis has not 
posted a team win, many of the 
swimmers have consistently 
won individual competitions. 
The most recent meet was 
hosted by Metro on Feb. 9. 
Regis matched S\VImmers 
against Metro and C.C. 
Tester posted first places in 
both the 200 yard l.M. at 
2:23.38 and the 500 yard free 
with a time of 5:48.59. Regis' 
400 yard medley rel ay of 
Tester, Julie Ford, Jory 
Garozynski and Heather 
Heinen claimed second at 
4:38.13. Ford placed second in 
the ::1JO yard breast stroke with 
2:56.1 ~, while Heinen won 
st•:w·d. in the 200 yard back 
.>lr .:J ,.;c at 2:44.32. 
Regis also competed 
against Kearney State College 
on Feb. 6. The Rangers suf-
fered a 40-83 loss, despite the 
individual talent displayed by 
Regis. Tester rose to the top 
once again with a first place 
finish in the 200 individual 
medley with 2:20.69 and the 
100 yard back stroke with 
1:06.5. The Rangers 400 Free 
Relay of Tester, Ford, 
Garozynski and Heinen 
claimed first also with a time 
of 4:02.5. Plus, Brigid Swan-
son and Garozynski placed 
second m their respective 
events. 
This weekend marks the 
end of the season for eight of 
Regis' swimmers, but the team 
hopes that the district com-
petition will challenge Tester 
to drop three seconds off her 
time so that she can swim at 
nationals. 
By Kim Connelly 
Editor 
Official practice for the 
tennis team does not begin 
until February 20; however, 
their matches have already 
begun. 
"The NCAA only allots a 
certain number of weeks that I 
can coach, so we haven't 
started official practice m 
order to avoid any problems 
during post-season," Coach 
Rosemary Newland said. 
Given the current NCAA 
regulation, if a coach begins 
instructing the team too early, 
then the coach could become 
ineligible to coach during post-
season play; consequently, 
Newland vouched for 
February 20 as the first day of 
practice, even though the 
men's first match was Feb. 4 
and the women's was Feb. 11. 
Club volleyball team pleased with overall advancement 
By Kim Connelly 
Editor 
The Club Volleyball team 
has begun this season's com-
petition. Although they have a 
somewhat slow start with an 0-
3 record, they are pleased with 
the overall advancement in 
men's volleyball. 
"Last year was the first 
year for our conference, but 
this is the first solid year for 
the conference," Volleyball 
Club president John Mc-
Donald said. 
McDonald, head women's 
volleyball coach Frank Lav-
risha and Sandy Wong, coach 
of the Regis Club Volleyball 
team, were all three in-
strumental in the organization 
of the club volleyball con-
ference. The conference con-
sists of eight teams including 
CU, CSU, UCCS, CC, Mines, 
Denver U., UNC and the 
University of Wyoming. The 
goal is to change this con-
ference to an official, intercol-
legiate Division I conference. 
But for now, the men are 
content with playing in this 
highly competitive, yet fun club 
volleyball conference. Regis' 
club volleyball team has al-
ready played three matches on 
their schedule. 
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On Monday, Feb. 6 Regis 
lost to CSU 15-8, 7-15, 12-15 
and 11-15. McDonald said that 
it was a closer match than the 
scores reveal as Regis led in 
several of the games before 
CS U clenched the wins. He 
also said that they were a little 
overconfident because they 
beat CSU previously. Then 
the men played the powerful 
UC-CS and los! 15-9, 1-15, 4-
15 and 4-15. The men's most 
recent competition was Mon-
day night, Feb. 13, at CU. The 
club was handed their third 
defeat of the season 15-4,12-
15,13-15, and 12- 15. But, the 
team isn't discouraged by their 
losses. 
"We were leading again in 
by Kim Connelly 
Editor 
Many of the athletes were 
disappointed with the informa-
tion provided at the mandatory 
drug and alcohol seminar on 
Feb. 8. 
"I think that a seminar on 
drug and alcohol usage is 
necessary," said basketball 
player Val Sewald. "But, I 
think that they needed to give 
the athletes more information." 
Tennis player Christina 
Beloud agrees with Sewald. 
"The seminar just gave us basic 
information. They certainly 
could have done a lot more if 
they really wanted to get the 
message across." 
The Athletic department 
and Life Directions Center 
presented the seminar in con-
junction with the campus-wide 
Drug and Alcohol Awareness 
week. All athletes, except the 
volleyball team who had an 
awards banquet to attend, 
were required to be present at 
the event. 
The seminar featured two 
NCAA videos and a guest-
this game but were still just a 
little young and inexperienced, 
so we have trouble holding our 
leads," McDonald said. 
The team is young as it 
features six sophomores --
Miles Taylor, McDonald, Scott 
Krueger, Joe Aducci, Toua 
Yang and Don Ferraro, and 
two freshman -- Dan Henigagn 
and David Hill. 
The team dedicates two 
nights a week, Monday and 
Wednesday 7- 10:00, to prac-
tice. Anyone who is interested 
in playing can practice with the 
team. In fact, several women 
who belong to the Volleyball 
Club practice with the men 
and are interested in forming a 
women's team. 
speaker. The speaker was Eric 
Chester, a former steroid user 
and body builder. 
"I thought the talk "' .. s 
good because- I didn't under-
stand steroids and how they 
were used," said baseball 
player Mike Newton. 
However, even though the 
talk on steroids was substan-
tive, many other athletes do 
not view steroid u~e as a cru-
cial topic at Regis. 
"The speaker offered 
some insight into his personal 
experience," stated one athlete, 
who wished to remain 
anonymous. "But anabolic 
steroids are obviously not a 
problem at Regis ... we don't 
have a football team or a wres-
tling team. A person can just 
look at the athletes here and 
know that steroid use is not a 
pertinent issue. Maybe they 
could have addressed some of 
the real problems iike 
marijuana, cocaine and :1ard 
alcohol." 
The videos provided by 
the NCAA were considered 
weak by the majority. 
"The videos were very su-
The teams didn't suffer 
due to their lack of supervision 
because they have been con-
ditioning on their own in the 
LDC and playing indoor tennis 
once a week. 
The men's first match was 
indoor at U.N.C. The Rangers 
posted a 3-6 loss, but the 
match was actually quite close. 
Two of Regis' losses went 
three games before U.N.C. 
arose victorious. Had Regis 
been able to clench those two 
wins, they would have claimed 
an overall team wm. Regis' 
three wins came from singles 
Chris McNeill (7-5, 6-~) 
doubles MCNeill and Ben Kir-
choff (6-4, 6-2), and doubles 
Fabi Khanlari and Scott 
Krueger (6-4, 7-6, 7-4). Both 
Khanlari and Krueger lost 
their singles after three tough 
sets of play. 
The women's first match 
was Feb. 11 at the Air Force 
Academy against division I 
Creighton University. The 
Rangers fdl 2-7, but Coach 
Newland was impressed by the 
effort of her team. 
The wins were earned by a 
forfeit and the doubles team of 
Lisa Schaefer and J.J. Ramsey. 
Coach Newland en-
courag,es an')' individuat'i. V<h() 
are interested in joining the 
team to attend the first prac-
tice Feb. 20 at 2:00 p.m. for 
women and 4:00 p.m. for men. 
The sc.heduled matches 
resume in March. 
perficial. They told us the ob-
vious -- 'athletes drink' and 
'athletes are under a lot of 
stress.' I feel I wasted my 
time," another athlete stated. 
"They could have provided 
statistics, or interviewed some 
real athletes that have had 
problems with alcohol and 
d~ug abuse, or even offered 
the effects of alcohol on ath-
letic performance," Beloud 
said. Other advice for the next 
seminar include offering more 
specitic data on specific drugs, 
inviting a doctor or a specialist 
to the event who can answer 
questions, and discouraging 
the attendance of coaches and 
other administrators at the 
event who might intimidate 
athletes from asking questions. 
Still, a few athletes found 
that the evening was 
worthwhile as it changed their 
views on alcohol. 
"The big thing for athletes 
to do is to drink, and most 
don't consider that a drug, I 
know I didn't," basketball 
player LaShaa Ross said. 
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-----------------------------------------Rangers hope to knock off U.N.C. 
--------------------------------
Compiled by 
Dyanna DeCola and 
Kim Connelly 
Presently, the women's 
basketball team record could 
be extremely deceiving to the 
public. A record a 9-15 overall 
and 5-6 in conference, does 
not reveal the true perfor-
mance of the team. 
"The record does not 
reflect our effort, and produc-
tion at all," stressed Val 
Sewald. Forward Barb Fox 
also agrees, "We're a lot better 
than our record seems, we've 
played some really tough 
teams." 
Recently the women have 
won three of their last five 
games. They beat Eastern 
Montana 60-50 on Friday, Feb 
3. This was a big win for Regis 
who has not obtained a win 
against Eastern Montana in 
the last several years. Then, 
the women earned a close, yet 
confident 58-53 win over Cal-
State Sacramento. 
The women were feeling 
good after their two solid wins, 
Focus on. 
NAME: Danny Newton 
AGE: 19 
BIRTHDAY: March 18, 1969 
HE\GHT: 6' 2" 
WEIGHT: 175 
CLASS: sophomore 
MAJOR: psychology 
MINOR: computer science 
but they were a little too confi-
dent when they met Fort Hays 
State in the Regis Fieldhouse. 
Regis jumped ahead early in 
the game and held a comfort-
able lead for most of the first 
half. However, the slow-paced 
Fort Hays team fooled the 
Rangers as they had surge of 
scoring at the close of the first 
half to put them within four of 
Regis' score at half-time. Fort 
Hays continued to plug away 
at the score until they achieved 
a 61-68 win over Regis. The 
Rangers bounced back with a 
terrific 83-62 win over Metro 
on Friday, Feb. 9th. 
This was a "sweet" win for 
the Rangers who consider 
Metro to be one of their big-
gest rivals. Winning 83-62 
demonstrated Regis' true of-
fensive and defensive poten-
tial. The intense offensive in-
cluded LaShaa Ross's high 
score of 22 and Val Sewald 
also scoring 22. She hit 
6-11 from the 3-point field 
Friday night, and has remained 
lOth in the rankings for 3-
• • 
FAVORITE CLASS: Disguises of Myth with Tom Duggan 
MOST RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENT: achieving a 3.5 
gpa last semester 
SPORT: basketball, averaging 16 points per game. 
BEST PART OF PLAYING BASKETBALL: "It's an outlet; I 
play for fun." 
PERFECTION IS: discipline, dedication and desire. 
PET PEEVE: "people who put the blame on others, who 
never accept responsibility for their actions or always have an 
excuse." 
FAVORITE MOVIE: "The Breakfast Club" 
I WOULD NEVER: play basketball in a concession stand!" 
"KNOW YOUR LIMITATIONS, AND USE THEM TO THE 
BEST OF YOUR ABILITY," advice from Newton. 
BEST TIME OF THE DAY: lunch! 
LUCKY NUMBER: #24 
FAVORITE COLOR: blue 
WHEN I GROW UP: I want to counsel kids and coach. 
I ENJOY: hanging out with my friends. 
I ADMIRE: my parents -- they help me out a lot. 
WORST PLACE TO EAT: saga 
SPRING BREAK PLANS: I'm going to Padre Island with 
about ten of my friends. 
Intramural basketball 
STANDINGS AS OF FEBRUARY 12, 1989 
1) Rum Runners 
2) Kant B Touched 
3) Rapid Transit II 
4) It's Just a Cold Sore 
5) Jerry's Kids 
6) Feast Masters 
7) SPARN 
8) Los Puercos del Fuegos 
9) Steam Roller 
10) Wet Spots 
6-0 
5-l 
5-l 
4-2 
4-2 
2-4 
2-4 
1-5 
1-5 
0-6 
LaShaa dommated the Rame 
Photo by Julie Chauvin. 
pointers in the NCAA division 
II. "Hitting three- pointers is a 
great confidence booster for 
me, and my team, " stressed 
Sewald. According to Fox 
Sewald is the key factor when 
keeping the team together, 
"She's like the glue of our 
team." Coach Schroeder 
agrees tremendously, "Val's 
playing is crucial, J don't know 
where we'd be without her." 
Friday night's tun was fol-
lowed by an unfortunate 80-62 
loss to Air Force. The team 
was gravely disappointed be-
cause they had already beat 
AF A once before this season. 
But, the Falcons came out 
strong and played 40 minutes 
of solid, aggressive defensive 
and offense. Unfortunately, · 
the ~angers weren't mentally 
prepared for such tough com-
petition that night. 
Tonight they will be play-
ing U.N.C. who is presently 
ranked 12th in the nation. The 
Rangers only lost to U.N.C. by 
four points the last time they 
played. 
Men plan to finish strong 
by Nick Jackson 
Staff Reporter 
The Regis men's basket-
ball team came off an up and 
down two weeks of play with a 
tough schedule remaining . 
On February 9, the 
Rangers made a trip to 
Colorado Baptist University. 
The game was decided by the 
end of the first half. Colorado 
Baptist fired through 17 of 19 
\ay-up5 and converted 61% of 
their 41 field goal attempts for 
the half. Regis, although they 
converted 6 of 7 free throws, 
managed to hit just 45% of 
their 29 attempts from the 
field. At the half, Colorado 
Baptist leu 56-34. 
The second half was a 
relatively close contest as 
Regis boosted its defense and 
held Colorado to 40 points. 
Unfortunately, the Rangers 
were able to push through only 
33 points themselves. The 
final score: Colorado Baptist 
96, Regis College 67. 
Saturday, February 11 was 
a welcome reprieve for the 
Regis men. They played 
Colorado Christian College 
and came away with a big win, 
91-77. Danny Newton led the 
Rangers with 28 points. 
On Monday, February 13, 
the Rangers hosted the 
Pioneers from Denver Univer-
sity. Denver began extremely 
slowly and seemed disoriented 
for the first few minutes. After 
Regis reached a lead of 10-2 
on a Danny Newton three-
pointer, Denver began to mesh 
and Regis began making mis-
takes. The Pioneers tied the 
game at 10 then held on for a 
22-20 halftime lead. 
The second half began 
with both teams playing defen-
sively. Regis took partial con-
trol at the beginning of the half 
and led 39-34 at the 6:24 mark. 
Denver then made five con-
secutive baskets to reverse the 
lead. The Pioneers held on for 
the win, 55-47. 
The Rangers have five 
games left to play and "every 
single one of them is a tough 
one," Coach Porter com-
mented. "We tend to have 
high games and low games," he 
added, "but we must be ready 
for every game." The final 
home game for Regis is 
February 24 at 7:00 p.m. in the 
fieldhouse. 
Don't miss the excitement 
. t .-·· 
A SPECIAL OFFER 
JUST FOR YOU ... 
$1.00 OFF TICKETS 
Just show us your student /.D. 
50% off coupons are 
available at all King 
DON'T BE A 
RANGER STRANGER ! 
Soopers Customer 
Service Counters. 
~DENVER 
~RANGERS 
TICKET PRICES: 
$5.00 $8.00 $11.00 
FREE Parking in 
Coliseum Lot! 
For More Information call 296-3111 
Valid for 50% off 
$8.00 or $11.00 seats. 
Coupon valid on: 
Fri. Feb. 3 
Wed. Feb. 8 
Wed. Feb. 15 
Fri. Feb. 24 
Fri. Mar. 3 
Home Games 
Februal)' 
I. Wed. 
3. Fn. 
4, Sat 
8, Wed. 
10. Fn. 
11,Sal. 
15. Wed 
17, Fri. 
18, Sat. 
24. Fn. 
25,Sat 
28. Tw. 
March 
Foo Wayne 
Fort Wayne 
Fort.Wayna 
KalamazOO 
Ka\amaz()()o 
Kalamazoo 
M~twaukae 
M1twaukee 
San Lake 
San Lake 
San Lal«! 
lndianap:>lis 
1, Wed. lrdiaf\iii)Ol<s 
3. Fri. Indianapolis 
12. Sun. Flinl 
1J.Mon. Flint 
April 
2. Sun. San Lake 
4. Tue. Satt L..lke 
All Home Games Will-
in a 7; .m. 
..., 
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Entertainment------------------
Peking Acrobats to perform in Boulder 
The Peking Acrobats will 
be making their only Colorado 
performance on Saturday, 
February 25 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Macky Auditorium on the CO-
Boulder campus. Tickets start 
at $14 and are available by 
calling 744-9999. 
The Denver Museum of 
Natural History will present a 
series of Thursday night lec-
tures on "Myths and Imagina-
BLOOM 
COUNTY 
by 
Berke 
Breathed 
OKf/Y, 1T((JMP OL 'EJOY. .. 
YOtiW& ffNN!t£5.5 .. NO 
CRa?/T.. 1/Nfl Y()(J II/IV& 
A CIIT'5 80/?Y. 
Q ,~ ,([ Do.~ 
REGIS STUDENTS, 
FLYTHRUTHE 
MOUNTAINS ... 
ABOARD THE BUDWEISER®EAGLE LINER 
Why go around the mountains 
when you can travel through them, 
on the Ski Train to Winter Park. 
FIFTY-ONE YEARS OF TRADITION CONTINUES WITH BUDWEISER. 
TICKETS ARE AVAlLABLE AT TICKETMASTER OUTLETS, 
INCLUDING ALL DAVE COOKS AND GART BROS. STORES. 
tion," beginning tonight and 
running through March 23. 
Noted historian and artist 
Doris Dillon will explore the 
relationship between heroes 
and the quest for a perfect life 
and spirit. Call 370-6303 for 
more information. 
In celebration of the Den-
ver Art Museum's newly 
remodeled Western and 
American Art Gallery, admis-
sion will be free February 26, 
noon to 5:00 p.m. The in-
augural exhibition, "Western 
Spirit: Exploring New Ter-
ritory in American Art," runs 
through April 30. Call 575-
2793 for more information. 
The "Cowboy Junkies" will 
perform on Friday, February 
24 at Boulder's Coast. The 
show begins at 7:30 p.m. and 
tickets are $11 on the day of 
show. 
The David Taylor Dance 
Theater will present four per-
formances for children and 
adults at the Children's 
Museum tomorrow through 
Sunday. Admission is $2 for 
non-members, and more infor-
mation may be obtained by 
calling 433-7444. 
Classical guitarist David 
Tannenbaum will perform at 
the Arvada Center for the Per-
forming Arts tomorrow night 
at 8:00 p.m. The Denver 
Chamber Orchestra will be 
playing there on Sunday, 
February 26 a\ 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $10 and $12 
respectively. 
The Denver Chamber Or-
chestra will also be on hand at 
the Denver Art Museum on 
February 22 for "Moulin 
Rouge Night." The perfor-
mance is part of the live jazz 
series "Top of the Week." 
Theater 
auditions 
Feb.27, 28 
The Regis College 
Theater Department will be 
presenting "You're a Good 
Man Charlie Brown" April 2-6 
at the Stage II Theatre at 
Loretto Heights. Auditions 
for the musical comedy will be 
held in the O'Sullivan Center 
from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on 
Monday, Feb. 27 and Tuesday, 
Feb. 28. 
A sign up sheet for 5 
minute audition slots is located 
on a bulletin board at the west 
side of Main Hall in the fine 
arts department. A sign-up 
sheet for those interested in 
working back-stage in any 
capacity is located there as 
well. 
It is asked (but not strictly 
required) that those audition-
ing for the musical prepare 16 
bars of up-beat music, 16 bars 
of ballad, and 1 minute of con-
temporary comedy. A script 
will be available for cold read-
ings. Auditions are open to all 
students and faculty. For any 
additional information call 
458-4160. 
